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The effect of scatter and glare on image quality in contrast-enhanced
breast imaging using an a-Si/CsI„Tl… full-field flat panel detector

Ann-Katherine Carton,a� Raymond Acciavatti, Johnny Kuo, and Andrew D. A. Maidment
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104

�Received 11 January 2008; revised 22 December 2008; accepted for publication 13 January 2009;
published 23 February 2009�

The purpose of this study is to evaluate the performance of an antiscatter grid and its potential
benefit on image quality for a full-field digital mammography �FFDM� detector geometry at ener-
gies typical for temporal subtraction contrast-enhanced �CE� breast imaging. The signal intensities
from primary, scatter, and glare were quantified in images acquired with an a-Si /CsI�Tl� FFDM
detector using a Rh target and a 0.27 mm Cu filter at tube voltages ranging from 35 to 49 kV.
Measurements were obtained at the center of the irradiation region of 20–80 mm thick breast-
equivalent phantoms. The phantoms were imaged with and without an antiscatter grid. Based on
these data, the performance of the antiscatter grid was determined by calculating the primary and
scatter transmission factors �TP and TS� and Bucky factors �Bf�. In addition, glare-to-primary ratios
�GPRs� and scatter-to-primary ratios �SPRs� were quantified. The effect of the antiscatter grid on
the signal-difference-to-noise ratio �SDNR� was also assessed. It was found that TP increases with
kV but does not depend on the phantom thickness; TP values between 0.81 and 0.84 were measured.
TS increases with kV and phantom thickness; TS values between 0.13 and 0.21 were measured. Bf

decreases with kV and increases with phantom thickness; Bf ranges from 1.4 to 2.1. GPR is nearly
constant, varying from 0.10 to 0.11. SPR without an antiscatter grid �SPR−� ranges from 0.35 to
1.34. SPR− decreases by approximately 9% from 35 to 49 kV for a given phantom thickness and is
3.5 times larger for an 80 mm thick breast-equivalent phantom than for a 20 mm thick breast-
equivalent phantom. SPR with an antiscatter grid �SPR+� ranges from 0.06 to 0.31. SPR+ increases
by approximately 23% from 35 to 49 kV for a given phantom thickness; SPR+ is four times larger
for an 80 mm breast-equivalent phantom than for a 20 mm breast-equivalent phantom. When
imaging a 25 mm PMMA plate at the same mean glandular dose with and without an antiscatter
grid, the SDNR is 4% greater with a grid than without. For an 75mm PMMA plate, the SDNR is
20% greater with a grid. In conclusion, at the higher x-ray energy range used for CE-DM and
CE-DBT, an antiscatter grid significantly reduces SPR and improves SDNR. These effects are most
pronounced for thick breasts. © 2009 American Association of Physicists in Medicine.
�DOI: 10.1118/1.3077922�

Key words: Scatter, glare, antiscatter grid performance, SDNR, contrast-enhanced digital
mammography, contrast-enhanced digital breast tomosynthesis

I. INTRODUCTION

The recent development of contrast-enhanced digital mam-
mography �CE-DM�1–6 and CE digital breast tomosynthesis
�CE-DBT�7–10 has made it possible to produce high-
resolution, low-dose functional x-ray images of breast tumor
vascularity and tissue perfusion. In temporal subtraction CE
breast x-ray imaging, high-energy images using an x-ray
spectrum with energies predominantly above the K edge of
iodine �33.2 keV� are acquired before and after the adminis-
tration of an iodinated vascular contrast agent. Mo, Rh, and
W targets operated between 41 and 55 kV with up to 0.3 mm
Cu filtration �Fig. 1� have been used for this
application.1,2,6,7,10 Iodine-enhanced images are produced by
subtracting the logarithm of the pre- and postcontrast series,
yielding images in which the signal intensities �SIs� are pro-
portional to the iodine concentration. Analogous to CE-MRI,
it is anticipated that clinical diagnosis using CE-DM and
CE-DBT will rely on a combined analysis of morphological

enhancement features and quantitative measurements of the
vascular lesion enhancement kinetics.11–14

X-ray scatter �originating in the x-ray tube, collimator, air,
compression paddle, breast, breast support, and detector� and
optical glare �the scatter of optical photons within the phos-
phor layer of the detector� degrade image quality by reducing
image contrast, signal-difference-to-noise ratio �SDNR�, and
the effective dynamic range of the digital detector. In addi-
tion, in CE x-ray imaging, scatter and glare affect the mea-
surement accuracy of the x-ray transmission of the iodine
contrast agent, resulting in erroneous iodine concentration
quantification.7,15–18 The effects of scatter and glare on iodine
quantification are well known and have been described for
dual-energy cardiac imaging and digital subtraction
angiography,15–17 as well as for CE breast x-ray imaging.7,18

Within the conventional low x-ray energy range used in full-
field digital mammography �FFDM�, the scatter-to-primary-
ratio �SPR� exiting the breast can range from approximately
0.1 to 1.3, depending on breast size and other
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parameters.19–21 These ratios are similar for the higher x-ray
energy range used for CE breast x-ray imaging.21

Experimental20,22,23 and theoretical studies24,25 have dem-
onstrated that scatter reduction improves image quality of
full-field mammography at conventional x-ray energies; typi-
cally scatter is reduced before the detector by using an anti-
scatter grid.20,22–24,26 Although antiscatter grids are also used
in full-field CE-DM, only one study has evaluated their per-
formance for these higher energies.25 That study evaluated
the performance of antiscatter grids as a function of the in-
cidence angle of monoenergetic x rays using Monte Carlo
techniques. The results of that study, however, do not directly
translate to grid performance for practical conditions such as
varying breast thickness and the polyenergetic x-ray beams
encountered in CE-breast imaging.

Antiscatter grids are generally not applicable to DBT be-
cause in DBT the x-ray tube rotates over a limited angular
range, while the detector typically remains stationary, pre-
venting the use of an antiscatter grid. Mammographic antis-
catter grids contain fixed lamellas parallel to the anode-
cathode axis. Rotation of the x-ray tube relative to the
detector would result in a significant cutoff of the primary
x-ray beam. A preliminary theoretical study investigating the
effectiveness of an antiscatter grid for full-field DBT at con-
ventional x-ray energies has shown improved SDNR when
using a grid.27 The actual performance of antiscatter grids in
higher-energy CE-DBT has not yet been investigated.

Two studies have assessed the contribution of glare at
mammographic x-ray energies and both used a narrow x-ray
beam geometry.28,29 These studies define glare as the optical
and x-ray scatter arising in the detector when a breast-
equivalent phantom is distant from the detector; i.e., it is
present for beam-hardening only. Using that definition, it was
shown that in a narrow beam geometry, glare accounts for up
to 2.6% of the total signal intensity in the detector, with little
spectral dependence.28,29 However, no data are available on
glare for full-field irradiation.

The purpose of this current study is to quantify the per-
formance of an antiscatter grid for a full-field detector geom-
etry using high-energy x-ray spectra typical for CE-breast
imaging. Measurements were performed in projection im-
ages acquired with and without an antiscatter grid for various
breast-equivalent phantom thicknesses and typical irradiated

areas. Based on these measured data, the primary and scatter
transmission factors �TP and TS� and Bucky factors �Bf� were
estimated. In addition, SPRs and glare-to-primary ratios
�GPRs� were quantified. By using the x-ray detector to mea-
sure scatter and glare, it is impossible to distinguish the con-
tribution of x-ray scatter originating in the detector from op-
tical glare. For the purpose of this paper, we define scatter
�S� as the x-ray and optical scatter that arises from the addi-
tion of the breast �or phantom� on top of the breast support,
while glare �G� refers to the x-ray and optical scatter arising
with the phantom positioned close to the x-ray tube; i.e., it is
present for beam-hardening only. These definitions are con-
sistent with prior published work.28,29 The measurements
were used to investigate the benefit of an antiscatter grid on
image quality in CE-DM and CE-DBT projection images.

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS

II.A. Imaging system

Experiments were performed with a modified FFDM sys-
tem �Senographe 2000D, General Electric Medical Systems,
Milwaukee, WI�. The Senographe 2000D has an x-ray tube
with Mo and Rh targets and 30 �m Mo and 25 �m Rh
filters. Three target-filter combinations are allowed: Mo–Mo,
Mo–Rh, and Rh–Rh. The Mo target can be used with a volt-
age between 22 and 36 kV and the Rh target can be operated
at a maximum potential of 49 kV. Since the x-ray beam
energies used in CE breast x-ray imaging can only be ob-
tained with the Rh target, the experiments were restricted to
the Rh target. A new filter wheel was installed in which the
Rh filter was replaced with a 0.27 mm thick Cu filter �Pur-
atomic® 99.999% Cu, Alfa Aesar, Ward Hill, MA�. The Cu
filter will produce an x-ray spectrum with higher mean en-
ergy than can be obtained with a Rh filter. The half value
layer �HVL� of the Rh target beam filtered with 0.27 mm Cu
was 3.06 mm Al at 49 kV.

The Senographe 2000D x-ray detector consists of a
CsI�Tl� phosphor coupled to an array of photodiodes and
thin-film transistors arranged as a matrix on a flat panel. The
pixel size is 100 �m, and 14 bit images are produced. The
source-to-detector distance is 66 cm and the distance be-
tween the tabletop and the surface of the detector is approxi-
mately 1.5 cm. The 1.4 mm thick compression plate is made
of Lexan 141R. Two breast supports are available including
one containing a reciprocating linear antiscatter grid �Smit
Röntgen, Eindhoven, The Netherlands� and one without a
grid. The antiscatter grid consists of 0.020 mm thick Pb
lamellas with 0.30 mm fiber interspacing; it has 31 lines/cm
and a 5:1 grid ratio.

II.B. Assessment of glare, primary, and scattered
radiation

The SI in a clinical x-ray image of a breast is the sum of
the glare �G�, primary radiation �P�, and scattered radiation
�S�. We assessed the magnitudes of these three components
at the center of the irradiated area of a breast-equivalent
phantom positioned on top of the breast support to mimic the

FIG. 1. Mass attenuation coefficients of iodine and ICRU-44 breast tissue.
Typical spectrum for temporal subtraction CE-DM from a Rh target exposed
at 49 kV using a 0.27 mm Cu filtration. The spectrum was simulated by
extrapolating the Boone model �Ref. 7�.
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mediolateral oblique view �MLO� �Fig. 2�. G, P, and S were
evaluated using 50% fat–50% glandular breast-equivalent
phantoms with 20, 40, 60, and 80 mm thickness and an area
24 cm wide by 30 cm long �CIRS, Norfolk, VA�. The phan-
toms were exposed with and without the antiscatter grid at
35, 40, 45, and 49 kV. All SIs were measured in linear im-
ages after flat-field and offset corrections were applied by the
manufacturer. Image analysis was performed with MATLAB

�Version R2006a, 170 Mathworks, Natick, MA�.

II.B.1. Glare

As stated above, G is defined as the signal arising from
either x-ray scatter or optical glare when the phantom is
placed distant from the detector for the sole purpose of beam
hardening.29 The magnitude of G was assessed experimen-
tally using the Pb-blocker method28,29 �Fig. 2�. A series of Pb
disks of various radii was imaged consecutively, each cen-
tered at the same location on the breast support. The SI in a
region of interest �ROI� behind a Pb disk with radius r is
defined as Gr. Gr at zero Pb-disk radius, G, was obtained by
extrapolating Gr to zero disk radius. Accurate positioning of
the Pb disks was obtained through a pattern printed on a
transparency slide that was fixed to the top of the breast
support, with a matching pattern fixed to the top of each Pb
disk.

The theoretical form of the function for extrapolation of
Gr to G is not known. Prior reports in literature have applied

linear or logarithmic least-squares fits to Gr as a function of
the imaged Pb-disk radius28,29 and it is clear that different
results are obtained with these two methods. In our study,
logarithmic fits were used. This choice was based on prelimi-
nary experiments performed in our laboratory in which the
logarithmic fit yielded superior results,30 with approximately
17% smaller standard deviation in the estimate of G.

The Pb disks were 1.8 mm thick, resulting in a primary
transmission of less than 10−6 for the 49 kV Rh–Cu spec-
trum. Gr measurements will be inaccurate if the size of the
measurement ROI is incommensurate with the Pb-disk diam-
eter or if the ROI is too small. Because of geometric un-
sharpness �finite focal spot size�, the edges of the image of
the Pb disk will be blurred; thus, the ROI must be chosen in
the uniform portion of the image of the Pb disk. Due to
noise, however, accurate measurement of Gr requires that the
SI be averaged over a large number of pixels. The Pb-disk
radii were chosen so that the G measurements were not bi-
ased by the above factors. The values chosen for r were 2.0,
2.4, 3.2, 4.8, 6.4, and 11.3 mm. A circular ROI was used with
radius equal to 0.4 times the radius of the imaged Pb disk.
These choices were determined in preliminary experiments
to produce the most robust estimates of G; i.e., those which
had the highest Pearson correlation coefficients for the loga-
rithmic fit and the smallest standard deviations in the fit of G.

Preliminary experiments were performed to investigate
the dependence of G on FOV size. These preliminary experi-
ments were performed at 49 kV with an antiscatter grid. The
estimate of G should increase with irradiated FOV size up to
a FOV size where the contribution from the tails of the point
spread function of G is negligible. Thereafter, the estimate of
G should remain constant. Thus, to obtain an accurate esti-
mate of G the FOV needs to be large enough to measure the
full extent of G and yet narrow enough so that scattered
radiation arising outside the detector does not substantially
bias the G measurement.

G was assessed with x-ray field sizes from 2.3�2.3 to
19�19 cm2. The preliminary measurements were per-
formed without a phantom in the beam to ensure that the
measured SI was virtually scatter-free. G was expressed as
the GPR. P was obtained by subtracting the estimates of G

FIG. 3. GPR as a function of the irradiated FOV. The black symbols are
GPR values with the breast-equivalent phantom positioned close to the x-ray
tube; the gray symbols are GPR values assessed with the breast-equivalent
phantom positioned on top of the breast support. GPR was assessed at 49 kV
with antiscatter grid.

FIG. 2. �Top� Illustration of the breast tissue equivalent phantom positioned
on top of the Bucky so as to simulate the MLO view. The contributions of
glare �G�, primary �P�, and scatter �S� to the SI at the center of the irradiated
phantom area were assessed. �Bottom� Illustration of the geometry for as-
sessing G+, P+, and S+ in the presence of the antiscatter grid. G and S were
extrapolated from signal intensities behind Pb disks of various radii r. All
measurements were performed with the same mA s. G−, S−, and P− without
antiscatter grid were acquired in a similar way.
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from the SI in an image obtained using the same geometry
but without a Pb disk in the beam. Figure 3 shows GPR as a
function of FOV size. Note that GPR does not increase be-
yond a FOV of 7�7 cm2.

Next, the effect of beam hardening and scatter contami-
nation were investigated by repeating the above experiment
using a 2.3�2.3, 9�9, and 19�19 cm2 FOV with an 8 cm
thick breast-equivalent phantom positioned as close as pos-
sible to the x-ray tube. The phantom served to filter the x-ray
beam to match the primary x-ray spectrum incident on the
detector when the phantom is positioned on top of the breast
support, but with substantially reduced scatter. G was again
expressed as GPR. P was obtained by subtracting the esti-
mates of G from the SI in an image assessed using the same
geometry but without a Pb disk in the beam. Figure 3 shows
that when using a 2.3�2.3 cm2 FOV, GPR assessed with
the phantom in the beam differs by 1% from the GPR as-
sessed without phantom, suggesting that beam hardening
does not significantly alter G and that scatter is insignificant
at this field size. Again when using a 9�9 cm2 FOV, no
significant difference is observed between G assessed using
the two experimental conditions. The slight increase ob-
served can be attributed to the slight increase in scatter re-
corded in this larger FOV. However, GPR with the phantom
is 19% higher when using a 19�19 cm2 FOV. This mea-
surement of G is thus clearly biased with scattered radiation
when using such a large FOV.

From these preliminary experiments, it can be concluded
that a 9�9 cm2 irradiated FOV size is large enough to es-
timate G accurately with appropriate beam hardening, while
minimizing the contribution from scattered radiation arising
outside the detector. Thus, a 9�9 cm2 FOV was used for
the remainder of the G measurements.

II.B.2. Primary

P was assessed from the estimate of G and from an image
of G+ P acquired without a Pb disk in the beam. G+ P was
measured as the SI in an image of the phantom positioned as
close as possible to the x-ray tube using an x-ray beam col-
limated to a 9�9 cm2 field of view �Fig. 2�. G+ P was
measured at the center of the irradiated phantom area to en-
sure that magnitude of G was the same in the G and G+ P
measurements. P was calculated by subtracting the estimate
of G from P+G.

II.B.3. Scatter

S was assessed from images of G+ P and G+ P+S.
G+ P+S was measured with the phantom positioned on top
of the breast support so as to mimic the MLO view �Fig. 2�.
To acquire these images, the entire detector was irradiated.
G+ P+S was measured at the center of the irradiated phan-
tom area. S was calculated by subtracting G+ P from G+ P
+S. Note that this definition of S accounts for the difference
in the nonprimary signal between the phantom absent and the
phantom present conditions, with similar beam hardening of
the primary spectrum. Thus, the predominant contribution to
S is from x-ray scatter arising in the phantom. However, this

method does include the effects of shielding of air scatter
�and other scatter sources above the phantom�, as well as
contributions from any scatter and glare arising in the detec-
tor from the x-ray scatter originating in the phantom. This
method is chosen to be consistent with prior related
work.28,29

The magnitude of S varies with the irradiated breast
area,21,31 therefore S was evaluated for two irradiated phan-
tom areas simulating a large and a small area breast. For the
large irradiated phantom area, 11.5�21 cm2 of the detector
was covered by the phantom. For the small irradiated phan-
tom area, 7.5�16 cm2 of the detector was covered by the
phantom. Note that the small phantom area exceeds
7�7 cm2, the minimum size needed to ensure that the con-
tribution of G is estimated without bias. The portion of the
phantom outside of the irradiated field was intended to
mimic the higher-order scatter from the chest and the arm.

II.C. Antiscatter grid performance

The antiscatter grid was characterized in terms of three
parameters: the transmission of primary x rays TP, the trans-
mission of scattered x rays TS, and the Bucky factor Bf. TP,
TS, and Bf were measured as

TP =
P+

P− , �1�

TS =
S+

S− , �2�

Bf =
P− + S− + G−

P+ + S+ + G+ , �3�

where P+, S+, and G+ refer to the magnitude of P, S, and G
with the antiscatter grid in place, and P−, S−, and G− are the
magnitude of P, S, and G in the absence of the antiscatter
grid. TP, TS, and Bf were evaluated for 20, 40, 60, and
80 mm thick breast-equivalent phantoms at 35, 40, 45, and
49 kV.

II.D. Glare-to-primary ratio

The magnitude of G was expressed as the glare-to-
primary ratio �GPRk�. GPRk is defined as GPRk=Gk / Pk,
where k refers to the presence �+� or absence ��� of the
antiscatter grid. GPR+ and GPR− were evaluated for 20, 40,
60, and 80 mm thick breast-equivalent phantoms at 35, 40,
45, and 49 kV.

II.E. Scatter-to-primary ratio

The magnitude of S was expressed as the scatter-to-
primary ratio �SPRk�. SPRk is defined as SPRk=Sk / Pk. SPR+

and SPR− were evaluated for 20, 40, 60, and 80 mm thick
phantoms using the large irradiated phantom area at 35, 40,
45, and 49 kV. SPR+ was also assessed for all the phantom
thicknesses using the small phantom area at 49 kV.
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II.F. Signal-difference-to-noise ratio

To measure the effect of the antiscatter grid on image
quality, the SDNR between an iodine-enhanced region I and
the surrounding homogenous background B was used. The
SDNR was defined per pixel as

SDNRk =
SII

k − SIB
k

�B
k , �4�

where SII
k and SIB

k are the average detected SI per pixel in the
iodine-enhanced region and the background in the presence
�k=+� or absence �k=−� of an antiscatter grid; �B

k is the
standard deviation in SIB

k . SDNR calculations were repeated
with and without the grid using the same mean glandular
dose to the phantom for each condition; thus, for each phan-
tom thickness, the same mA s was applied with and without
the antiscatter grid. The ratio of the SDNR values with and
without the grid, KSDNR=SDNR+ /SDNR−, was then calcu-
lated and evaluated as a function of GPR−+SPR−. KSDNR

values were assessed both experimentally and using a theo-
retical model of the imaging system.

The evaluation of the effect of the antiscatter grid on im-
age quality was performed using polymethyl methacrylate
�PMMA� as a phantom material instead of the breast tissue
equivalent phantoms used for the previously described mea-
surements. We were required to use a PMMA phantom be-
cause it was the only phantom available to us that contained
cylindrical iodine disks. In the experiments, a 25 mm thick
PMMA phantom containing iodine disks of various known
areal concentrations was imaged alone or together with 25 or
50 mm thick homogeneous PMMA plates. The phantoms
covered 11.5�21 cm2 of the radiation field, equivalent to
the large irradiated phantom area used to assess S from the
breast tissue equivalent materials �Sec. II B�. Images were
acquired with and without the antiscatter grid at 49 kV.
SDNR values were calculated in the raw images �processed
only with the manufacturer’s gain, offset, and defective pixel
correction� according to Eq. �4�. SII values were measured in
a circular ROI behind the 2 mg /cm2 iodine disk; SIB

k and �B
k

were derived in a neighboring circular ROI behind PMMA
only. The 2 mg /cm2 iodine disk was positioned at the center
of the irradiated phantom area where S is highest. GPR− and
SPR− were measured for 25, 50, and 75 mm thick PMMA
plates using the methods described in Secs. II B and II E.

For the theoretical derivation of KSDNR, the signal
intensities were calculated as SII

k= PI
k+Sk+Gk and

SIB
k = PB

k +Sk+Gk. The standard deviation in the noise was
calculated as �B

k =m · �SIB
k �q, where m and q were obtained

experimentally. The factors m and q were measured as fol-
lows. A 50 mm thick PMMA plate was exposed using the
Rh–Cu spectrum at 49 kV with mA s values from 4 to 160.
The average SI and standard deviations per pixel were com-
puted in a 2�2 cm2 reference ROI in the raw images. The
standard deviations per pixel were then plotted as a function
of the average SI. A power-law least-squares fit �i.e., mini-
mizing the �2 value� was then applied through the data points
to determine m and q.

For the condition in which the phantom entrance exposure
level is the same with and without the antiscatter grid,
SDNR+ and SDNR− were calculated as

SDNR− =
�PI

− − PB
−�

m · PB
−�1 + SPR− + GPR−�q , �5�

SDNR+ =
TP · �PI

− − PB
−�

m · PB
−�TP + TS · SPR− + TP · GPR+�q , �6�

where KSDNR can then expressed as

KSDNR =
TP · �1 + SPR− + GPR−�q

�TP + TS · SPR− + TP · GPR+�q . �7�

In this derivation, it is assumed that the difference in the
scatter and glare between the iodine and background regions
is negligible. In other words, the calculation of KSDNR only
requires knowledge of q, GPR−, GPR+, SPR−, TP, and TS.

KSDNR was calculated for a broad continuum of GPR− and
SPR− values, including the experimentally derived values for
25, 50, and 75 mm PMMA. The KSDNR calculations were

FIG. 4. �a� TP, �b� TS, and �c� Bf as a function of kV for various thicknesses
of 50% adipose–50% glandular breast-equivalent phantoms. To assess S,
11.5�21 cm2 of the detector was covered by the phantom, while the entire
detector was irradiated. The error bars show the standard error in the mean;
they are representative of all TP and TS values. Error bars for Bf are negli-
gible and are not shown.
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repeated for the condition using no antiscatter grid �TP=1,
TS=1�, an ideal antiscatter grid �TP=1, TS=0�, and the ex-
perimental TP and TS values derived as described in Sec. II A
for the tissue equivalent materials. In a separate experiment
�not shown�, TP and TS for PMMA were measured to be
equivalent for tissue equivalent material and PMMA. This
finding is consistent with the results of Elbakri et al.32

III. RESULTS

III.A. Antiscatter grid performance

Figures 4�a�–4�c� show TP, TS, and Bf for the various
breast-equivalent phantom thicknesses as a function of kV.
TP increases nearly linearly as a function of kV and is inde-
pendent of the phantom thickness. TP range from 0.81 �at
35 kV� to 0.84 �at 49 kV�. The largest value of TS is 0.26 for
an 80 mm thick phantom at 49 kV. For a given phantom
thickness, TS increases nearly linearly as a function of kV.
Depending on the phantom thickness, 32%–40% more scat-
tered radiation is transmitted through the grid at 49 kV than
at 35 kV. At a given kV, TS increases with phantom thick-
ness. TS is between 12% and 27% higher for an 80 mm thick
phantom than for a 20 mm thick phantom.

For a given phantom thickness, Bf decreases as a function
of kV. For instance, for a 40 mm thick phantom, the Bf is
1.76 at 35 kV and 1.59 at 49 kV. At a given kV, Bf increases
as a function of the phantom thickness. As an example, at
35 kV the Bf is 1.52 for a 20 mm thick phantom and 2.12 for
an 80 mm thick phantom.

III.B. Glare-to-primary ratio

Figure 5 shows GPR+ for the 20, 40, 60, and 80 mm
breast-equivalent phantoms as a function of kV. GPR+ values
range between 0.10 �20 mm thick phantom at 35 kV� and
0.11 �80 mm thick phantom at 49 kV�. GPR+ shows little
spectral dependence, increasing approximately 8% from 35
to 49 kV. At a given kV, GPR+ values are slightly higher for
thicker phantoms. Note, however, that none of these differ-
ences are statistically significant. The GPR− values are simi-

lar to GPR+ values. GPR− demonstrates trends similar to
GPR+ as a function of kV and phantom thickness �results not
shown�.

III.C. Scatter-to-primary ratio

Figure 6 shows SPR− for the 20, 40, 60, and 80 mm thick
breast-equivalent phantoms and the large irradiated phantom
area as a function of kV. The largest SPR− is 1.34 for an 80
mm thick phantom at 35 kV. For a given phantom thickness,
SPR− is approximately 9% smaller at 49 kV than at 35 kV.
SPR− increases linearly as a function of the phantom thick-
ness �Pearson correlation �0.99�; SPR− for an 80 mm thick
phantom is approximately 3.5 times higher than that for a
20 mm thick phantom.

Figure 7 shows SPR+ for the 20, 40, 60, and 80 mm
breast-equivalent phantoms and the large irradiated phantom
area as a function of kV. The largest SPR+ is 0.31 for an
80 mm thick phantom at 49 kV. For a given phantom thick-
ness, SPR+ increases as a function of kV; SPR+ was between
16% and 30% higher at 49 kV than at 35 kV. This result is
expected as the antiscatter grid is more transmissive at 49
kV. SPR+ increases linearly as a function of the phantom

FIG. 5. GPR+ as a function of kV for various thicknesses of 50% adipose–
50% glandular breast-equivalent phantoms. The error bars represent the
standard error in the mean; they are representative of all GPR+ values.

FIG. 6. SPR− as a function of kV for various thicknesses of 50% adipose–
50% glandular breast-equivalent phantoms. To assess S, 11.5�21 cm2 of
the detector was covered by the phantom, while the entire detector was
irradiated. The SPR− was calculated at the center of the irradiated region of
the phantom. The error bars correspond to the standard deviation in SPR−.

FIG. 7. SPR+ as a function of kV for various thicknesses of 50% adipose–
50% glandular breast-equivalent phantoms. To assess S, 11.5�21 cm2 of
the detector was covered by the phantom, while the entire detector was
irradiated. SPR+ was calculated at the center of the irradiated region of the
phantom. The error bars correspond to the standard deviation in SPR+.
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thickness �Pearson correlation �0.99�; SPR+ for an 80 mm
thick phantom is approximately 4 times higher than that for a
20 mm thick phantom.

Table I shows SPR+ at 49 kV for the 20, 40, 60, and
80 mm thick breast-equivalent phantoms as a function of the
irradiated phantom area. As expected, SPR+ increases with
increased irradiated phantom area. The increase in SPR+ with
the irradiated phantom area is larger for thicker phantoms.
When the irradiated phantom area is increased from
7.5�16 to 11.5�21 cm2, SPR+ increases by 53% for
20 mm thick phantoms and 67% for 80 mm thick phantoms.

III.D. Signal-difference-to-noise ratio

Figure 8 shows KSDNR values as a function of
GPR−+SPR−. Theoretical KSDNR values are shown for 35 and
49 kV, and experimental values are shown for 49 kV. For the
theoretical calculation GPR−=GPR+=0.11, the average ex-
perimentally measured GPR− value. For the theoretical
KSDNR, the measured value of q in the power curve fit,
�=m ·SIq, is 0.5316 ��2=0.145�. In Fig. 8 SPR− is varied
from 0 to 1.4. TP and TS values averaged over phantom

thickness, at 35 and 49 kV, respectively, were used since they
change little as a function of phantom thickness.

The experimental KSDNR values are very similar to the
theoretical KSDNR values at 49 kV; they differ by a maximum
of 1.3%. Note also that the theoretical KSDNR shows little
energy dependence. The difference in KSDNR at 35 and 49 kV
is at most 2.2%. For the two breast areas and the four breast
thicknesses analyzed, SPR− is greater than 0.36, indicating
that the use of an antiscatter grid will improve image quality
without an increase in dose for all breast thicknesses.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The purpose of this study was to investigate the perfor-
mance of an antiscatter grid and its effect on image quality
for full-field CE-DM and CE-DBT projection images. We
observed that the use of the studied grid results in superior
image quality �higher SDNR� for all breast-equivalent phan-
tom thicknesses. Thus, for the same dose to the breast, CE
x-ray projection imaging with the antiscatter grid benefits
greatly from the reduction in S and is not deleteriously af-
fected by the reduction in P.

It is not possible to compare directly the antiscatter grid
performance found in our study with other studies; to the
best of our knowledge, no studies have evaluated the antis-
catter grid in the Senographe 2000D FFDM at energies that
might be applied for temporal subtraction CE-DM and CE-
DBT. However, the trends in the performance of the antis-
catter grid studied in this paper are similar to those found by
Rezentes et al.22 and Shen et al.,29 who studied the perfor-
mance of the same antiscatter grid at conventional mammog-
raphy energies. Shen et al.29 studied the antiscatter grid per-
formance for a slot-scanning geometry using x-ray beams
between 26 and 40 kV generated with a W-target tube and
filtered with Al. Rezentes et al.22 examined the antiscatter
grid performance for a large area conventional screen-film
detector using x-ray beams between 25 and 35 kV generated
with a Mo-target tube and filtered with Mo.

It was found that TP increases almost linearly with kV.
This is analogous to the findings of Shen et al. The observed
trend is most likely attributable to the lower attenuation of
the carbon fiber interspace material at higher energies. In
addition, coherent scatter is more forward peaked at higher
energies33 and, as a consequence, more coherent scatter may
be included in the primary signal measurement. The current
TP values are similar to those found by Shen et al. The TP

values in the current study ranged from 0.81 to 0.85, while
they ranged between 0.76 and 0.85 in the study of Shen et al.
The difference in Tp values in the two studies arise from the
difference in the average energy of the spectra and the dif-
ference in the methods used to derive TP. As in the current
work, Shen et al. used the Pb-beam stop as an intermediate
step in the calculation of TP; however, Shen et al. used Pb
disks with smaller radii than in the current study and this
could account for the observed difference in TP.

It was found that TS increases linearly with kV. This is
analogous to the results of Shen et al. However, we cannot
directly compare the TS values from the current study with

TABLE I. SPR+ as a function of irradiated phantom area for various thick-
nesses of 50% adipose–50% glandular breast-equivalent phantoms exposed
at 49 kV. SPR+ is calculated at the center of irradiated region of the phan-
tom. The mean and standard deviation are given.

Thickness
�cm�

SPR+

�16�7.5 cm2� a �21�11.5 cm2� a

2 0.052�0.009 0.079�0.010
4 0.100�0.009 0.160�0.011
6 0.142�0.009 0.227�0.013
8 0.187�0.009 0.313�0.013

aIrradiated phantom area.

FIG. 8. KSDNR as a function of GPR−+SPR−. The lines are theoretical KSDNR

values for various antiscatter grids. The symbols represent experimentally
derived KSDNR.
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those of Shen et al. because of the energy dependence in TS

and the different detector geometries used in the two studies.
Shen et al. reported TS values between 0.19 and 0.30, while
in the current work TS ranges between 0.13 and 0.22. For the
slot-scan geometry considered by Shen et al., TS reflects the
transmission of forward directed scatter parallel to the short
axis of the detector and the transmission of scatter in all
directions parallel to the long axis of the detector. For the
large area geometry applied in this study, TS reflects the
transmission of scatter propagating in all directions in both
dimensions of the detector.

It was observed that Bf decreases as a function of kV and
increases for larger phantom thicknesses. This observation is
similar to the findings of Rezentes et al.22 Rezentes reported
Bf values that were higher because their spectra had lower
energy than in our study. We found Bf values between 1.41
and 2.12, while the Bf values found by Rezentes et al. ranged
from 1.70 to 2.23.

It was observed that GPR is almost energy independent;
this is similar to the findings of Shen et al.29 The presented G
values, however, are higher than the values reported by Shen
et al. We found that G as a percentage of G+ P+S varied
from 7.8% to 8.8%, while Shen et al. found that G as a
percentage of G+ P+S varied from 2.2% to 2.6%. The dis-
crepancy can be attributed to three factors. First, Shen et al.
used a slot detector geometry with only a partial contribution
from large angle glare in the direction parallel to the long
axis of the detector. Second, in contrast to Shen et al., the
x-ray beam energy used in this study exceeds the K edge of
the CsI�Tl� phosphor �36.0 keV for Cs and 33.2 keV for I�;
the interaction of x rays with the K shell of either Cs or I will
generate K-fluorescence x rays which contribute additional
glare34,35 �note that the definition of glare used in the current
paper and by Shen et al. includes reabsorption of scattered
and fluorescence x rays�. Third, Shen et al. used smaller
Pb-disk radii than we did to calculate G, and the size of the
Pb disks is known to affect the measurement outcome. Our
GPR values agree with earlier findings by Shen et al.36

where they observed a 9% low-frequency drop �LFD� in the
modulation transfer function �MTF� of the Senographe
2000D, measured by placing an opaque edge on top of the
breast support. The LFD represents optical and x-ray scatters
arising in the detector under a similar measurement geometry
as ours.

In the current work, SPR− values decrease slightly with
energy. This is similar to other work showing little energy
dependence of SPR− for large area detectors.21 The SPR−

values are larger than the simulated scatter-to-primary ratios
exiting the breast reported by Boone et al.21 for W–Al spec-
tra between 30 and 120 kV and various breast thicknesses.
This result can be attributed to the larger irradiated phantom
area used in the current experimental setup and also because
our S measurements include x-ray and optical scatters in the
detector arising from x-ray scatter originating in the phan-
tom.

The effect of scatter and glare on the quantification of
iodinated vascular contrast agent was beyond the scope of
this paper. However, in earlier work, we showed that failure

to correct for scatter and glare will result in a significant
underestimation of the iodine concentration.7 For instance,
for a 40 mm breast thickness, the iodine concentration will
be underestimated by 40% without a grid and by 22% with a
grid.7 The antiscatter grid thus improves the accuracy of io-
dine concentration estimation. However, scatter and glare
correction algorithms are likely to be necessary for accurate
iodine quantification.

The current study has the following limitations. Due to
technical constraints, the impact of the antiscatter grid on
image quality was only investigated in the central projection
image. We anticipate that antiscatter grids, in similar fashion
to conventional DBT images,27 will improve image quality in
reconstructed CE-DBT images. However, additional studies
are needed to fully characterize their effect on reconstructed
CE-DBT images. In addition, the benefits of an antiscatter
grid for CE breast x-ray imaging have only been determined
for a linear carbon fiber interspaced grid with 5:1 grid ratio
and these benefits may not be directly applicable to all grid
technologies.

In conclusion, at the higher x-ray energy range used for
CE-DM and CE-DBT, the antiscatter grid significantly re-
duces SPR and improves SDNR. These effects are most pro-
nounced for thicker breasts. The results obtained in this study
support the use of an antiscatter grid to improve for
CE-breast image quality.
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